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Dr. Steven Davidowitz

Bridal Bootcamp: Your Smile For Your Special Day

Dr. Steven Davidowitz, also known as "Dr. D" by his patients, is one of the Upper 
East Side of Manhattan’s leading celebrity cosmetic dentists that specialize in designing 
and maintaining beautiful smiles. Dr. D is among the world’s most prominent cosmetic 
dentists. Dr. Steven Davidowitz practices general and cosmetic dentistry with a true 
love for smile makeovers through clear aligners and porcelain veneer treatments. Dr. 
Davidowitz was recently named a member of the RealSelf Medical Review Advisory 
Board for cosmetic dentistry content on their website and platform at RealSelf Medical 
Review Advisory Board. He was also recognized as an Invisalign Elite Provider in 2012 
which signified his extraordinary amount of education and experience in using 
Invisalign. This distinction also placed him in the top 3% of Invisalign providers in the 
United States. Haute Beauty expert Dr. Steven Davidowitz discusses how to prep 
your teeth to achieve a "picture-perfect" smile for your wedding day.

Haute Beauty: What distinguishes the LDNYC smile makeover from 
other veneer, teeth whitening, and teeth bridging services?

Dr. D uses a holistic approach to smile makeovers. Taking into account the overall oral

health, the smile design of the teeth, and the frame of the smile including lips, skin, and

shape of the face.
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HB: With so much pressure surrounding physical appearance on one’s
wedding day, and the desire for a “picture-perfect wedding,” do you find
that there is a much higher demand for LDNYC smile makeover services
for individuals planning a wedding? Has it become part of the wedding
planning process in a way?

One of the biggest moments of one's life is their wedding day and it is also one of the

leading incentives to get that smile one always wanted. With weddings being pushed back

due to the pandemic and now finally rescheduled and planned, there has never been as

much demand from brides and grooms for smile tweaks and makeovers before their

wedding day here at Luxury Dentistry NYC.

HB: How far in advance should they plan to receive their LDNYC smile
makeover? Is there any downtime and/or upkeep for the LDNYC smile
makeover?

We work on a smile makeover prior to the wedding day with a formula of understanding

the aesthetic desire, how much time do we have prior to this date, is the oral health stable

and ready for a makeover, and of course the budget. With these details mapped out, we

can create a plan that will make those pearly whites stand out on one's wedding day.

HB: Is there any pain associated with the LDNYC smile makeover that
brides and grooms should be aware of and take into account?

In today's modern dentistry procedures should be comfortable, conservative, and have

minimal downtime. It is, however, super important to let your cosmetic dentist know the

wedding date and if there are any engagements or rehearsals prior to be sure your smile

makeover is complete before the big day.
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